Abstract. In this paper, we focus on L-spaces for which the boundary maps of the Heegaard Floer chain complexes vanish. We collect such manifolds systematically by using the smoothing order on links.
Introduction
In [11] and [10] In this paper, we consider a special class of L-spaces. Strong L-spaces are originally defined in [6] in another way (see Proposition 2.1), and discussed in [1] and [5] . Now, We prepare some notations to state the main theorems. For a link L in S 3 , we can get a link diagram D L in S 2 by projecting L to S 2 ⊂ S 3 . To make other link diagrams from D L , we can smooth a crossing point in different two ways (see Figure 1 .) Figure 1 . smoothing In [2] and [14] , the following ordering on links is defined. These orderings on links and diagrams are called smoothing orders in [2] . Note that smoothing orders become partial orderings. Let us denote the minimal crossing number of L by c(L). If L 1 ≤ L 2 , then c(L 1 ) ≤ c(L 2 ). We can check the welldefinedness by using this observation. Actually, if L 1 ≤ L 2 and L 2 ≤ L 1 , then c(L 1 ) = c(L 2 ) and there is no smoothed crossing point. So
by defintion. Note that we can define ≤ for any two links by ignoring alternating conditions. But in this paper we consider only alternating links and alternating link diagrams. The Borromean rings Brm are an alternating link in S 3 whose diagram looks as in Figure 2 . We fix this diagram and denote it by Brm too. Denote Σ(L) a double branched covering of S 3 branched along a link L. The first main result is as follows:
If L satisfies the following conditions:
is a rational homology three-sphere, then Σ(L) is a strong L-space and a graph manifold (or a connected sum of graphmanifolds).
A graph manifold is defined as follows. Definition 1.4. A closed oriented three manifold Y is a graph manifold if Y can be decomposed along embedded tori into finitely many Seifert manifolds. Now, we recall the following fact. It is proved in [5] . If the number of index one critical points or the number of index two critical points of f is g, then Σ = f −1 (3/2) is a closed oriented genus g surface. We fix a gradient flow on Y corresponding to f . We get a collection α = {α 1 , · · · , α g } of α curves on Σ which flow down to the index one critical points, and another collection β = {β 1 , · · · , β g } of β curves on Σ which flow up to the index two critical points. Let z be a point in Σ \ (α ∪ β). The tuple (Σ, α, β, z) is called a pointed Heegaard diagram for Y . Note that α and β curves are characterized as pairwise disjoint, homologically linearly independent, simple closed curves on Σ. We can assume α-curves intersect β-curves transversaly.
Next, we review the definition of the Heegaard Floer chain complex. Let (Σ, α, β, z) be a pointed Heegaard diagram for Y . The g-fold symmetric product of the closed oriented surface Σ is defined by Sym g (Σ) = Σ ×g /S g . That is, the quotient of Σ ×g by the natural action of the symmetric group on g letters. Let us define
Then, the chain complex CF (Σ, α, β, z) is defined as a Z 2 -vector space generated by the elements of
Then, the boundary map ∂ is given by
where c(x, y) ∈ Z 2 is defined by counting the number of pseudo-holomorphic Whitney disks. For more details, see [11] . [11] ).
In this paper, we consider only L-spaces, in particular strong L-spaces. The following proposition enables us to define strong L-spaces in another way. The second condition comes from [6] .
Proposition 2.1. Let (Σ, α, β, z) be a pointed Heegaard diagram representing a rational homology sphere Y . Then, the following two conditions (1) and (2) are equivalent.
(1) the boundary map ∂ is the zero map, and Y is an L-apace.
For example, any lens-spaces are strong L-spaces. Actually, we can draw a genus one Heegaard diagram representing L(p, q) for which the two circles α and β meet transversely in p points. That is,
To prove this proposition, we recall that the Heegaard Floer homology HF (Y ) admits a relative Z/2Z grading( [10] ) By using this grading, the Euler characteristic satisfies the following equation.
Proof. The first condition tells us that CF (Y ) becomes a Z 2 -vector space with dimension
Conversely, the second condition and the above equation tell us that both CF (Y ) and HF (Y ) become Z 2 -vector spaces with dimension |H 1 (Y ; Z)|. Therefore, the first condition follows.
B-reducible alternating links and Smoothing order
In this section, we introduce some link type specializing alternating links by using the smoothing order. Arfer that, we prove that the link type is the same as L Brm .
3.1. B-reducible alternating links. Let us denote D alt the set of alternating link diagrams in R 2 modulo isotopies. Figure 5 ). This is called (I)-move. If there is a 2-reducible disk B for D L , we can get two possible alternating link diagrams by smoothing one of the two crossing points c 1 and c 2 as in Figure 6 . We call these two diagrams D L (B) without distinction. This is called (II)-move. In short, we can get a new • D L is a disjoint union of finite number of the unknot diagrams.
• D L is not a disjoint union of finite number of the unknot diagrams, but there are a sequence of embedded disks B 1 , · · · , B n and a sequence of (I) or (II)-moves such that For example, the trefoil knot diagram is in D red (see Figure 7 ). But the alternating diagram of the Borromean rings are not in D red . Proof. First, note some easy observations. Let L 1 and L 2 be alternating links in
there is a sequence of finite disks B 1 , · · · , B n and there is some
). So by the above observations, we can assume that D L satisfies Brm D L (B) for a reducible disk B without loss of generality.
• When B is 1-reducible, D L is represented as a connected sum of two link diagrams (see Figure 8 ). Since the Borromean rings are irreducible, it is contained in one of the link diagrams. Then, Brm ⊆ D L (B). This is a contradiction.
• When B is 2-reducible, denote these two crossing points c 1 and c 2 and assume c 2 is smoothed by this operation (see Figure 9 - (0)). By the assumption Brm D L (B), we should smooth some crossing points and they must contain c 1 or c 2 . Otherwise, the Borromean rings contain this disk
. These cases conclude contradictions. Thus, there remains five cases to smooth c 1 and c 2 (see Figure 9 ). But in each case, we can prove easily that Brm ⊆ D L (B). Actually, we can prove similarly in the case of (2), (3), (4) and (5). In the case of (1), we observe that if there exists a disk B in Brm whose boundary intersects one crossing point and two points of D L , then the inside of B is uniquely determined and we can prove Brm ⊆ D L (B) (see Figure 10 ). This is contradiction.
First, we can assume that an alternating link diagram D L of L can not be represented as a disjoint union of alternating link diagrams. Otherwise, it is enough to consider the one of the components. We can also assume that under the above observation, D L satisfies the following condition (a).
(a): D L does not admit any reducible disk and is not a disjoint union of the unknot diagrams (i.e., there exist some crossing points). 
Since the Euler number of 2-sphere is two, we get the following equation by an easy computation.
(2) Figure 11 ). Next, if D 21 and D 22 share their edges, then there is a disk B whose boundary intersects with D L at three points (see Figure 12) . It is impossible. Lastly, if D 21 and D 22 share their vertices, then there is a 2-reducible disk B. (see Figure 13 ).
We put
Then, γ 2 is a simple closed curve. Next, there are m domains next to D 2 . Let us denote these domains D 31 , D 32 , · · · , D 3m . We can prove similarly that these domains do not share their edges. But it is possible that some of these domains coincide. We prepare the following definitions and two lemmas. Before proving these three lemmas, we first prove the proposition by using these lemmas.
Let D L be an alternating link diagram satisfying (a). Then, (b) or (c) occurs by Lemma 3.1 If (b) occurs, we finish the proof. If (c) occurs, then (a) or (d) occurs by Lemma 3.2 Assume (d) occurs, then we can use Lemma 3.3 just only finitely many times because the number of crossing points strictly decreases by these processes. So we will finally reach the condition (a). But we can also use Lemma 3.2 just only finitely many times because the number of crossing points strictly decreases • There is no reducible disk in Figure 19 ). • There are just three 2-reducible disks B Proof of Lemma 3.3. First, we consider the case when l > 3. In this case, we can reduce D L by move-(II) until l = 3. This new diagram also satisfies (d). Next, we consider the case l = 3. In this case, we can reduce D L by move-(II) at B 1 , but it happens that there is a new 2-reducible disk B 2 . Moreover, in this case, there is no other reducible disk because the boundary of such a reducible disk intersects with three crossing points in D L (see Figure 21) . We smooth the rest two crossing points 
Alternatingly weighted trees and B-reducible alternating links
In this section, we first introduce another class of closed oriented three manifolds defined by surgeries along some links. After that, we claim that this class is also the same as the class of B-reducible alternating links. To prove this, we review the well-known correspondence between double branched coverings and Dehn surgeries (see [8] ). • T is a disjoint union of trees (i.e a disjoint union of simply connected, connected graphs). Let V (T ) denote the set of all vertices of T .
• σ : V (T ) → {±1} is a map such that if two vertices v 1 , v 2 are connected by an edge, then σ(v 1 ) = −σ(v 2 ).
• w : V (T ) → {0, 1, ∞} is a map.
Denote T the set of all alternatingly weighted trees. For an alternatingly weighted tree (T, σ, w), shortly T , we define a three manifold Y T as follows. First, we can take a realization of the tree T in R 2 ⊂ S 3 . For each vertex v, we introduce the unknot in S 3 . Next if two verteces in T are connected by an edge, we link the corresponding two unknots with linking number ±1. Thus, we get a link L T in S 3 . Then, we can get a new closed oriented three-manifold Y T by the surgery of S Remark. Note that we can also define the rational version of alternatingly weighred trees. That is, even if we replace the image {0, 1, ∞} of w by Q ≥0 ∪ {∞}, the induced manifolds are well-defined. In this case, we obtain rational surgeries of S 3 along links. Moreover, the set of induced manifolds in the rational version are the same as M T . Actually, we can represent a Q-framed unknot by Z-framed unknots, and we can also represent a Z-framed unknot by {0, 1, ∞}-framed unknots by using continuous fraction expansions and slam-dunk operations, which is one of the Kirby calculus (see Figure 27 ). A strongly-invertible link L s means a link with an orientation preserving invilution of S 3 which induces in each component of L s an involution with two fixed points. Without loss of generality, we can assume the involution is the axial symmetry φ with respect to x-axis.
We sketch the method to get a new strongly-invertible link L s in S 3 from a link diagram L d . It takes three steps. (2) Since the new knot is just the unknot U , we can deform it by an isotopy to x-axis in R 3 ⊂ S 3 = R 3 ∪ ∞ by taking one marked point p at U \ (disks) to the inifity. Let γ B be a trivial arc connecting the two arcs in each disk B. Then, {γ B } B does not intersect each other (see Figure 30) . Remark. The operations (1)- (3) do not change the induced three manifold Y T . But operation (4) may change the induced three-manifold. Moreover, each T ∈ T can be constructed from disjoint union of points with weight ±0 by using these operations in finitely many times. Actually, for each T , use (1) to remove vertices with weight ±∞. Then, we can assume T is connected. Using (2), (3) or (4), we can decrease the number of vertices of T . As a result, T may be assumed to have only one vertex with weight 0 or ±1. However, a point with weight ±1 is vanished by using (3) and (2).
We start to prove Theorem 4.1.
Proof. M T ⊂ M red . We prove the next claim by induction on the maximal number of vertices of each connected component of T . Denote it by |T |.
T becomes a disjoint union of points with weight 0 or ±1. In this case, the linear realization of T is unique and whose M -induced link L T becomes the unknot (see Figure 36) .
Next, assume that the proposition holds when |T | ≤ n. Take T ∈ T with |T | = n + 1. Then, Remark 4.1 tells us that T can be changed into T ′ with less vertices than T by a operation (1), (2), (3) or (4). We consider case-by-case.
(1) For any linear realization A T , the natural linear realization
In this case, an arbitrary linear realization of T looks as in Figure 37 and 38. We express some collections of arcs by numbers (i),..,(iv). Note that there is no arc connecting (i) and (v) with (ii), and (iii) with (iv). So we express this situation by ×. Then, we can get a naturally induced linear realization of T ′ . But we rather take another linear realization as in Figure  37 and 38, where(ii) or(iii) means the reverse arcs of (ii) or (iii) (see Figure 39 ). This is actually another realization of If |L| = 0, L becomes a disjoint union of unknot diagrams. So we can define T L as finite points with weight 0. Next, assume that the proposition holds when |L| ≦ n. Take L ∈ D red with |L| = n + 1. Then, we can reduce L by using move (I) or (II) so that a new reduced link L ′ ∈ D red has just n crossings. We consider case-by-case.
(1) In this case, the 1-reducible disk separates L in two parts. We add new arc with weight ±1 to linear realization T L ′ and reverse (I) (see Figure 42) . • In this case, we get a linear realization of T ′ corresponding L ′ . Since T ′ is in T , we can define a linear realization of T ∈ T as in Figure 44 if there is at most one arc between (i) and (iii). If there are more than two arcs between (i) and (iii), we should take another linear realization of T ′ (see Figure 45) . Then, we can define a linear realization of T ∈ T as in Figure 44 and 45 and the M -induced link diagram is L. • In this case, we get a linear realization of T ′ corresponding to L ′ . Since T ′ is in T , we can define a linear realization of T as in Figure  46 . Then, T and T ′ are connected by operation (3). So T is in T and the M -induced link diagram is L. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1
To prove Theorem 1.1, it is enough to prove the next theorem. We prepare some notations. Next, take a pointed Heegaard diagram (Σ, α, β, z) representing Y T . Let L T be the induced link from T in ⊂ S 3 . Recall that each vertex v of T corresponds to each unknot K(v), and each edge corresponds to linking the two unknots with linking number {±1}. So we can take a small arc c(e) for each edge e connecting the two unknots (see Figure 47) . We can regard the union of the link L T and the arcs c(e) as a spacial graph G T ⊂ S 3 . Then, take a small neighborhood of G T and let Σ = ∂G T . Σ is a closed oriented genus g surface, where g is the number of verteces of T . (If T is disconnected, we should take tubes connecting these surfaces. This corresponds to connected sums of 3-manifolds.)
Now we assume that T is connected. Then, note that S 3 \ G T is a genus g handlebody. So we can define β as its attaching circles. Specifically, each β v can be defined near each unknot K(v) as a curve on Σ which bounds a disk in S 3 \ G T (see Figure 47 ). On the other hand, α curves can be taken as the surgery framings. That is, for each vertex v, the weight σ(v)w(v) is ±1 or ±0 or ±∞, so α v is defined as a curve on Σ with this slope. Take z in Σ \ (α ∪ β). Thus, (Σ, α, β, z) is a pointed Heegaard diagram representing Y T . (Note that this diagram is always admissible because Y is a rational homology sphere.) It is enough to prove the following proposition. This proposition proves Theorem 1.1. Actually, it implies that:
Thus, Y T is a strong L-space. Finally, we prove the second statement. To do this, note that by cutting a edge e, a connected tree T is decomposed into two trees T ′ and T ′′ . Correspondingly, we can take a torus which decompose Y T into two manifolds with a torus boundary. These manifolds are obviously Y T ′ and Y T ′′ minus solid tori. By induction of the number of the vertex of |T |, we finish the proof.
Proposition 5.1. For an alternatingly-weighted tree T , Mat(T) is an effective matrix.
Proof of Proposition 5.1. we prove this proposition by induction on the number g of vertices of T . If g = 1, it is trivial. If g = 2, it is easy because T has alternating weight. We assume that g − 1 and g − 2 cases are proved.
First, fix one univalent vertex v 1 and denote the next vertex v 2 . Let T ′ denote the tree without the vertx v 1 and the unique edge connecting v 1 . Similarly let T ′′ denote the tree without v 1 and v 2 and the edges connecting v 1 and connecting v 2 . Then, we get two another matrices Mat(T ′ ) and Mat(T ′′ ). By the above assumptionm, Mat(T ′ ) and Mat(T ′′ ) have constant expansion signatures. Denote them sgn(T ′ ) and sgn(T ′′ ). Moreover, these signature satisfies sgn(T ′ ) = σ (2) 
